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April has seen the chapter getting out and about with group rides of 6 and 

while this is not normal for the chapter to ride in small groups it has allowed a 

few of us to meet up and get out at long last. 

The Committee and Road Captains will be reviewing this and we will follow 

the government guidelines working towards rides of 30 socially distanced the 

next stage, because of the restrictions imposed we are still not able to hold a 

Face to Face Club Night but I have been talking to James at the Royal British 

Legion who assured me once the restrictions allow it we will be able to hold 

club meetings again. 

The Dealership is now allowing people into the showroom but facemasks are 

still a must, I know many of you have already been in, please remember this 

is our dealership use it whenever you can for parts, service, and clothing or 

the New Bike purchase.  

Many of the events for this season are already being cancelled this is because 

events take a long time to plan and there has to be a point in time where a 

decision is taken, on that note it looks the planned trip to France in May  has 

now been cancelled due to the travel restrictions. I will look to see if we can 

do something later in the summer. 

We will be able to start larger rides from the 22nd May  and the details of 

these rides will come out soon we will be restricted to 30 people but that’s a 

big enough group for those who have yet to ride in that sort of numbers. I will 

run another New to Group Riding session ASAP and I strongly advise those 

who have not ridden in a large group to try and attend this as it will help you 

to understand why we do some of the things we do. 

In the magazine you will find some notes to also help you to relax and enjoy 

the ride. 

Keep checking our Facebook Group for details of our Roadmap out of Lock-

down  

 

Ride Safe  

Martyn  
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Police Motorcycles From Around The World 
A look at some of law enforcement’s finest two-wheelers, past and present. 
By Graham Cross  Part two.. 

 

BMW Motorrad 
R 1250 RT-P; F 850 and F 750 GS-P 
A decade ago BMW claimed to be 
the largest seller of motorcycles for 
authority use, with 100,000 of its 
bikes being used in more than 150 
countries. Today the marque still 
packs an oversize presence in law  
enforcement, with one of the most 
common bikes in police fleets 
around the world being the BMW R 
1200 RT-P and the updated R1250 

RT. The newer model adds displacement and the electronic suspension adjustment 
option to the standard ABS, traction control, riding modes, and heated handlebar 
grips of its predecessor among other coveted features. 

Like the standard model, the 1250 RT-P packs a 1,254cc, 136-hp flat twin, and 
boasts all kinds of options for gun racks, radar/lidar equipment, and more. The boys 
in blue also get a full emergency lighting system including take-down and alley 
lights, handlebar switch system, and power management for accessories. The R 
1200 RT-P was featured in the 2017 CHiPs movie reboot of that cheesy series from 
the ’70s  and various iterations of the RT and F 750 and F 850 GS-P do steady service 
in America, Britain, Germany, Slovenia, Scandinavia…and on and on and on. 

 

 

Other popular law enforcement choices 
worldwide are BMW’s F 750 and 850 GS 
models. Pictured is the F 850 GS-P  
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Honda 
ST1300PA, ST1100, Africa Twin 
The popular ST1100 Pan European is still in wide 
use around the world, but these days the ST1300PA 
is doing much of Hondas heavy lifting for the boys 
(and girls) in blue, with a compact 1,261cc V-4      
engine longitudinally mounted for max drivetrain 
efficiency, a low center of gravity for easier            
low-speed handling, a specialized handlebar, patrol 

speedometer, and mounting brackets. A remote preload adjuster makes it a snap to 
change the suspension settings, and the seat is three-position adjustable; lockable, 
integrated saddlebags hold 35 liters each, and a special rear cowl and rack offer      
additional carrying capacity. ABS, a motor-driven, adjustable windscreen, and the 7.7
-gallon, dual-section fuel tank round out the list of desirable features. It’s the     
standard choice for Malaysia and surrounding countries. 

Of course you’ll spot the still-capable ST1100 in places like Scotland and Western 
Australia, while the VFR800P model gets rolled out by Japanese police forces, most 
commonly for training. We’ve even seen CBX750s in use on Gibraltar and Uzbekistan, 
as well as CBX500s and even Gold Wings repurposed for traffic duty.                                

 

Redondo Beach Police Department 
was the lucky recipient of two Roland 
Sands-modified Africa Twins back in 
2017, with the RSD team rigging both 
bikes with an Öhlins FFHO 101 fork, 
Dunlop D908 Rally Raid tires, and the 
full complement of “cop stuff”           
including a custom police wiring      
harness, a locking AR-15 gun mount, 
Alt Rider crash bars with custom PA system, laser/radar gun mounts, a Sound Off   
Signal      Blueprint LED police lighting kit, and level IV rifle plate armour.  
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Kawasaki 
KZ1000P, Concours 14P 

No doubt you’re familiar with the                     
KZ—Kawasaki’s KZ1000P and KZ900 C2 
were legends in their own time thanks to 
starring roles in the buddy cop show 
“CHiPs” (1977–1983). The KZ-P was the 
police version of the   90-hp air-cooled 
Kawasaki KZ1000 and was     produced in 
Lincoln, Nebraska, for nearly 25 years 
(1981 to 2005)—a testament to its           
durability. Before the bikes made famous 
by Ponch and Jon were discontinued in 
2005, the   P-series Police Specials offered 

run-flat tires, side boxes, a distinctive fiberglass     fairing with pursuit lights and 
windshield, folding  footboards, and a larger charging   system than civilian-spec 
models. The KZ-P had a starring role in the buddy cop TV show “CHiPs,” which ran 
from 1977–1983. It was the police version of the 90-hp air-cooled Kawasaki KZ1000 
and produced in Lincoln, Nebraska. 
Alas, Kawi dropped out of the police market in 2012 (at least in the US) after a     
number of electrical failures on the Concours.  

 
Words and Pictures By Graham Cross 

MEMBERSHIP - Reminder  

 

Memberships are due to be renewed in the month of April and everyone is expected to fill in a new 

form, the reason for this is it makes you check that your contact details are correct on our system and 

also that you have read and understood the Disclaimer that we are obliged to have as part of our 

Charter with H.O.G. 

All members are required to keep up their H.O.G. membership as a condition of chapter membership, 

should you let this lapse then you will be automatically removed from the chapter membership.  

Any members that have not yet sent in their forms please understand that you will be removed from 

all contact lists and no longer receive chapter publications.  
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Committee 2021Committee 2021--22 22  

Position Name Date in post Status Re Election date 

Director Martyn Coote July 2004 Re elected Dealer to Decide 

Assistant Doug Armstrong Jan 2004 Re elected 2020 April 2022 

Assistant Al Fether April 2014 Re elected 2020 April 2022 

Secretary Jo Allen August 2016 Re elected 2020 April 2022 

Treasurer Pete LaPorte June 2016 Re elected 2020 April 2022 

Membership Paul Davies June 2016 Re elected 2020 April 2022 

Editor Martyn Coote Holding post   

Web Master Jon House Oct 2016 Re elected 2020 April 2022 

Head Road Captain Al Fether April 2012 Re elected 2020 April 2022 

Assistant HRC Pete Gould April 2020 First Year April 2022 

Ladies of Harley & Merch Trudie Davies April 2014 Re elected 2020 April 2022 

Safety Officer Doug Armstrong Jan 2002 Re elected 2020 April 2022 

Publicity Graham Cross July 2016 Re elected April 2022 

Charity Officer Wayne Casey Nov 2020 First Year  

Members Rep Steve Gallagher Nov 2020 First Year  

NEW To Group Riding Sessions 
 

On Saturday 22nd May there will be a New to Group Riding session due to the Rule 

of 6 we will only be able to take 4 riders on each session but there will be others       

sessions to follow it’s a chance for anyone who has not ridden in a group before to 

pick up some tips and pointers on what and what not to do. The session will be run 

by Martyn and Doug who will chat about formation, second man drop off and the   

buddy system it will be followed by a short ride out to get you in the swing of things 

and a debrief afterwards if you would like to put your name down for this then 

email director@iiirivershogchapter.co.uk with your phone number. The meeting 

place for this will be the Royal British Legion Harpenden  
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Safety Group Riding Notes 2021 
 
For people who have never or rarely ridden in a large group of motorcycles it can at first seem a little 
daunting. It is however one of the most satisfying aspects of belonging to a chapter; to be part of a line of 
Harleys riding through the countryside is a great feeling. The almost universal smiles waves from people 
along the way, you just do not get with any other bike.  
  
Here is a detailed outline of the do’s & don’ts. 
  
All Chapter rides will be led by a Road Captain. Participating on a group ride is not the same as going for a 
ride with your normal riding buddies. The people you normally ride with are almost always compatible. 
After all, that is one of the main reasons you ride together. The objective of a group ride is for everyone to 
have fun; however, the safety of the group is paramount, and riders must be prepared to ride at the pace of 
the group. 
  

PARTICIPATING IN THE RIDE  
 All riders are responsible for their own safety at all times and will be required to ride in a safe manner 

or they may be asked to leave the ride. 
 Dress or pack according to the weather you may find on the ride or on the way home. Being           

uncomfortable from the weather will make you a less safe rider. 
 All riders are expected to ensure that their bike is in a safe operating condition.  
 Turn up for the ride with a full tank of fuel, and generally ready to go.  
 Should you encounter problems while on a ride the Back Rider (Tail End Charlie) will help if he or she 

can (they don’t carry spare fuel and are not fully trained mechanics). 
 All riders are responsible for listening to the Ride Briefing before setting off, you should arrive at the 

departure point in time to hear everything discussed at the pre ride meeting and to familiarize   
themselves with any instructions that may be provided. This contributes to a safer ride and adds to 
the enjoyment. 

 The normal riding formation will be the ‘staggered’, as it is sometimes known. This formation         
provides the best safety margin of reaction time and space as each rider only uses 1/3 (either left or 
right side depending on the stagger position) of the lane. Heavy, very slow traffic may require that 
you ride in a side-by-side column of 2’s for a very short distance. A staggered formation complete 
with a safe interval should be immediately adopted as soon as conditions allow. 

 Everyone should always obey speed and traffic laws. Additionally, remember that we ride with the 
chapter name on our back so you are representing the chapter and try to be a courteous rider and 
give other road users every consideration. 

 Riders should avoid speeding up suddenly should a gap develop between them and the bike in front. 
Rather, they should accelerate slowly until they catch the bike up and are back in position. This will 
help prevent the riders at the back from overreacting and possibly running into the group.  

 Riders should signal a Road Captain if they have to pull over for an emergency. Remember; that it is 
normally the Back Riders who will stop and offer assistance and that no more than 1 other rider 
should stop, as it is generally not safe for a larger group to park along the side of the road. The LRC 
will signal the group when it is safe to pull off the road, should it be necessary. 

 Riders should not overtake the LRC unless instructed to do so. 
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Staggered Riding    
The lead motorcycle (LRC) should be in the right front 1/3 lane, the second motorcycle in the left 1/3 lane, 
and so on. Each rider should leave enough room for the motorcycle in front of them to make a left or right 
manoeuvre without danger of hitting the next motorcycle in line. Typically, you should leave a minimum of 
about 3 seconds between you and the next rider in your (1/3) lane another way of stating this is that you 
should have at least a 3 second interval between you and the next bike directly in front of you, and at least 
one and a half second interval between you and the bike to your left or right front. This time or distance 
interval is of course adjusted for speed and wet conditions. 
 
 Stay in line with the bike in front of you, and do not switch between left 

and right side of the lane, rather, pull past the motorcycle to your font 
left or right. The objective is to keep as tight a group as possible and yet 
have enough separation to allow for required safe manoeuvring room. 

 If the road is narrow or the group is passing numerous objects i.e., cy-
clists, then you may be required to ride in single file the rider in front will 
pass a signal back from the front LRC by holding one finger up at this 
point the pack should gently move to a single file. 

  

Passing Other Vehicles   
 Pre-position yourself for the pass by being far enough behind the vehicle 

you are going to pass to be able to see clearly down the road for an 
“oncoming traffic check”. Signal, mirror check, and then a head check of 
your blind spot, so make sure no one is passing you. Accelerate and 
change lanes, (remember that legally you are not supposed to exceed 
the speed limit). 

 When returning to your lane, make a mirror check and a head check, to 
be sure that there is sufficient space between you and the vehicle that 
you are passing, and anyone else that is also making a pass, before you 
move. Resume your lane riding position.  

 No more than one motorcycle should pass at the same time. Otherwise, 
the first rider overtakes, but there is not enough room for the second 
and they are unable to safely pull back in. Not a nice position to be in! 

 When Being Passed – Allow other vehicles to pass you safely if need be by slowing down and cre-
ating a gap so that they can pass the whole group in segments, rather than trying to make it all at 
one jump. Remember to keep checking your mirrors. 

 

Watch Your Speed – Using the Buddy System 
Never ride beyond your own riding capability and never ride in excess of the speed limits. The Lead Rider 
will ride within the speed limits. If you find yourself left behind due to traffic conditions, traffic lights, etc, 
do not panic and use excessive speed to catch up. There is a system in use that helps prevent the ride-out 
group from fragmenting. This is known as the Buddy System. Each rider uses their mirrors on a regular in-
terval and part of their observation is to make sure they can see the rider behind them. Should a rider see 
the person behind fall back substantially, then he/she should slow down. This has the effect of slowing 
down the whole ride-out until the Lead Rider notices that the ride-out has fallen back. The Lead Rider will 
then slow down or occasionally pull over and wait for the rest of the ride-out to re-group. 
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Second Man drop off. 
There is also a system known as second man drop off which can be employed to highlight the route. It is 
only used where the direction the ride is following is NOT straight on at a junction. 
 

You are always responsible for your own safety NEVER do anything that you feel un-
comfortable doing, if you are asked to then tell the LRC or another Road Captain 
that you do not feel safe doing that. You should never feel unsafe. 
 
To Ride and Have Fun is the reason for everything we do.  
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W A T F O R D  H A R L E Y - D A V I D S O N
®  

Trade City, 

Thomas Sawyer Way, 

Watford  

WD18 0GS  

Call 01923 - 940646 

ABC Rides  
The UK chapters are undertaking a little inter chapter challenge just for a little bit of fun and 

something that you can do alone or in a group. 

How it works  is I have a list of clues to destinations an example could be “Street Art” so that 

could be anywhere you like it could be a statue in the middle of any town or a monuments 

someplace the idea is you decide where and then you take a ride there.  

You also need to download the What Three Words App on your phone and take a photo on 

the app of you standing in front of the location, the app then gives you 3 words and you    

convert them into points using Scrabble values and add them together, you now have your 

first score keep this and them move on to the next challenge and so on. 

 

You will build up a score and a number of photos keep them and once you have done all of 

the destinations or just had enough you forward this to Andrea Casey who has agreed to   

collate the information  the highest score in the chapter will be submitted and an over all 

winner decided.  

The Chapter will put up a T Shirt for the highest score at the end of the season. 

 

Its not about the miles you ride its all about the What Three Words and remember that you 

get different words even if you move a meter so you could improve that score …  

 

The list of clues will be put up on the Facebook Group so that you always have access to it … 

good Luck  


